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DEF INITION OF SYMBOlS

Hajor letter.§
and symbol~

Definition

A

surface area

C:c

specific heat of container

C:5

specific beat of soil

t=

total energy

E

energy per mole or

E

partial molar or partial specific energy

p

free ener gy

H

total enthalpy

H

enthalpy rer mol e or rer gram

R

partial molar or partial specific enthalpy

ho

heat of immersion of clean adsorbent

h

heat of immersion with preadsorbed adsor bate on adsorbent

Pn
Me

natural logarithm

Ms
Mw

mass of moist soil

n

p

er gram

mass of container for soil sample

mass of water adsorbed
numbe r of moles
total pressure

p.

saturation pressure of adsorbate

p

pressure of adsorbate

Q;
C{l
~d

integral heat of adsorption
integral heat of adsorrtion per mol e or per gram
differential heat of adsorption

vi

q_'P

thermodynamic integral heat of adsorption per mole or per
gram

~I

isosteric heat of adsorrtion

R

s
s

s
T

universal gas constant
entropy
entropy per mole or per gram
partial molar or partial specific entropy
absolute temperature

t

v
v

time
volume
volume per mole

r

surface excess or surface concentration

D.

difference

A

rate of heat loss

n

number of quantUI!J states

lp

two dimensional, spreading p ressure

)J

chemical potential

Subscripts

9

gas phase

L

l iquid phase

S

sorbed phase

vii

INTRODUCTION
Just twenty years have passed since the first pape r s were r u
lished on the application of chemical thermodynamics to the soilwater system (11, 14) .

Since then, soil physicists have used thermo-

dynamics in an attempt to characterize and l earn more about this
int ricate system .
Because of the comrlit,ated nature> of a n.• tural system such as
the

soil->~ater

system, it invariably becomes necessary to study small

parts of the system separ ately until the
sum of parts or as an i ntegrated unit .

>~hole

It

>~as

can be studied as a
with this in mind t hat

attention was focused on t.h" entha lpy A.nd en Lrory of sell water and
their ralated heat effects .
The approach decided upon was a calorimetric ono with the
possibility of comparison with isosteric values .

It

>~as

not until

near tho conclusion of this research project that it was realized
that existing interpretations of the differential and isosteric
heats of adsorption of water on soil materials were in error .

There-

fore, an attempt to collect inte gral thermodynamic data was made ,
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Thermod ynamic Develorment of Adsorrtion Equations
Confusion exists in the soils literature concerning the thermodynamics of adsorrt ion.

Therefore, the derivation of the basic

thermodynamic adsorrtion equation will be reviewed here .

Emphasis

wi ll be rlaced on the assumptions and prop ert ies inherent in the
resulting thermodynamic quantities .
Integral heat of adsorrtion
In order to treat adsorrtion with re a sonable simplicity, the
followin g initial assumptions are made :
1.

only one gas is present,

2.

the adsorbent is completely inert; i.e . , all its thermodynamic properties are the same in the rresence as in the
absence of adso rbed molecules;

[i;ertain adsorbate molecules

will perturb surface adsorbent molecule s, but this pertur bation is probably a strictly second-o r de r effect in the case
of physical adsorrtion on solids, espe cially solids with
relatively strong inte r molecular or i nterionic fo r ces

J,

U22_.],

adsorbents which swell are excluded; [Millville loam doe s
swell

an~

therefore, does not lend itself to as rigorous a

thermodynamic application as nonswelling adsorbents .

Howeve r ,

Hill (19) mentions that he has develored the thermodynamic
quantities to treat sYelling but did not present them in that
paper.J,

dent of temrerature and rressure over the ranges of interest .
l>·~wnptions

These

allow u" to discusa tr._ tbormodynamic functions of

the adsorbate molecules n1ono .

X passing from

Consider the rroces~ of Yl moles of srocies
the gas rhase to an adsorbed Phase

where

P and T

aro

h~ 1 r~

sure und terr.per:J.LLlra respe ctively,

is the surface excess in moles rer unit area, and

J

or t wo dimensional rressure of the adsor bed rhase .
heat of adsorption,

G/i , is then

r

is the spreading
The integr al

given by
(2)

or, on a per mol e basis

_ r

[

C[·=

'j

Ls
( 3)

9_=~ and E= ~

where

~ and £5 are

the gaseous and sorbed rhases respectively .

the ene r gies of

The quantity

Q, or 9;

co rresponds to a calorimetric he at measur ed in such a way that no

PV

work is done, as , fo r example, if the adsorption is al l owed

to occur by opening a stopcock

bet,~en

the adsorbent and the gas

phases, where both ve s sels are immersed in the same calorimete r .
Other quantities are also needed to describe the thermodynamic
properties of the adsorbed phase .

Development of the equations which

define these quan-::ities begins with the condition for ec:m ibr hun

4

bet"sen

X

(~, T)

in the gas rhass at (

~ich

P, T)

and on the adsorbent at

is

(4)
~e re

)--lJ and }Js ar e the chemical potentials in the gas and sorbed

phases resrectively .

The chemical rotential is the partial molar

f r ee energy of a particular comronent in a multicomponent s ystem .
Ho"ever, "hen a single component system is considered , the chemical
rotential is identical

~th

the molar free ener gy .

For a small

variation in conditions

For the case of

~ held

constant, eq. (5) may be rearranged to yi el d

(6 )

For the gas phase

-TsJ

(7)

and
(8 )

5
An appropriate equation must be developed for the adso rbed
phase.

Equation (26.18) of Glasstone (16) written for a one campo-

nent gas phase becomes

The analogous equation for the adsorbed phase takes the form

Where a two dimensional pressure term replaces pressure and area
replaces volume.

The integrated form of eq. (10) is
(11)

or, on a per mole basis,

(12)
On differentiating eq. (12) and comparing it with eq . (10), one
obtains

0=

dT-

d'f

r

+drs

{13 )

or

(14)

On inserting eqs . (7), (8), and (14), into eq. {6), one obtains

6

(15)

Assuming the gas obeys the ideal gas law,
the system is at equilibrium,

}Js=J-lJ

~j=R0f ,

and that

, one may simplify eq.

(15)

to

(16)

The same ideal gas assumrtion arplied to eq. (3) leads to
(17)

or
(18)
Inserting eq, (18) into eq. (16) yields

(19)

Thus far in the develorme nt, total or integral thermodynamic
quantities have been used.

As a result, these equations can be used

to calculate the difference between two integral quantities, as, for
example , the difference between the energy of free water vapor and
adsorbed water.

7

Eq . (19) allows the calculation of the integral heat of adsorp tion from two relatively close isotherms .

However,

JO must be

evaluated first ; and this requires the app rorriate form of the "Gibbs
equation " (19).

Eq. (13) can be r earranged to give

d'f

(20)

r

At constant temperature eq . (20 ) becomes

d'f = r
Si nce

d)-J-s:: dJJ-J

dfl s

at equil ibrium and

(2l)

dfJJ -=RTJ/np,

eq. ( 21 ) yields

(22)
which is the "Gibbs equation" needed to evaluate eq . (19) .

Upon

integrat ion of eq. (22), one obtains

( 23)

This equation has been verified by the use of statistical me chanics

J]j. The evaluation of eq . ( 23 ) requires accur ate l ow pr essure
measurements, as an error in this region is carried through all values
of

'f .
Very severe degassing techniques may r emove mo r e water vapor

f r om an adsorbent than less severe methods .

Therefore, the adsorp-

tion isotherm for the more severely degassed sample is likely to lie
above that of the other samrle .

The two isotherms would yield

8
some\.lhat different values for

lf ={(fJ)

Even though all

adsorbed water should be removed to yield more accurate values of

)P , caution must be exercised,

as very severe degassing may lead to

crystal perturbations or modifications \.lhich could result in a mixture of physical and chemical adsorption along the isotherm .
Since theoretically

1

rerresents two dimensional spreading

pressure, some question has arisen as to its usefulne ss
adsorption is involved (15),

\.~hen

localized

However, t here is no question t hat

eq . (22 ) can be evaluated, as the evaluation is made on the chemical
potential of the gas rhase \.lhich is in equilibrium with the adso r be d
phase .
value of

Though its rhysical interrretation may be questioned, the

)0 lies

in its usefulness in the calculation of integral

thermodynamic quantities, rarticularly integral entro~y values ~ .
The equation for the gas rhase equivalent t o eq . (12) is
( 24)

At equilibrium,

rJ: f-J-sl and

the combination of eqs . (12) and ( 24)

yields

(25)

or

( 26)

which leads to

9

(27)

Combining eqs . (18) and ( 27) rroduces

( 28)
The use of eqs . (19), (23), and (28) on two accurate isotherms
allows the calculation of the dif ference be twe en two integral
entrories.

Hill (19, 20) prefers to call ~~ the integral heat of

adsorrtion on thermodynamic grounds because at equilibrium
( 29)

This is not a true calorimetric heat of adsorrtion but i s related to
it through eq. (28) .

The term

brium heat of sorption.

9.J has also been called the equili-

The choice of C{_t" or

individual as it suits his rrocedures .

C{f is

left up t o t he

However, t he reader should

be car eful so as not to confuse the two quantities .
It must be strongly emphasized that the usual entropy discu s se d
qualitatively or quantitatively (statistical me chan ics) i n t erms of
order-disorder, randomness of motion, etc . , of the adsorbed molecul e s
is the integral entropy,

55 •
(30)

where

n

is the number of quantum states of the sorbed component

10

(21, 22).

A return to t hi s clarification will be made later .

Differential heat of adsorrtion
Unde r srecial circumstances differential heats of adsorption are
also of interest .

They may be calculated from two adjacent isotherms .

Differential heats of adsorption are ordinarily used in multicomponent systems where the use of rartial molar quantities i s in
orde r.
We shall begin our development by taking the differential of
eq. (2)

(31)

where

~d

is the differential heat of adsorption.

A bar over a

quantity indicates that it is a rart:!.al molar quantity.

If one

assumes ideal gas behavior for the adsorbate, eq . (31) may be written
as
(32)

which becomes
(33)
Next of interest is the develo ment of the isost eric heat of
adsorption,

~st

, from a Clausius-Clareyr on tyre equation.

condition for equilibrium between
and on the adsorbent at (

r.TJ

X in
is

the gas phase at

The

(P.T)

11

(34)
Notice that

j-1. S is

now written as a function of r

eq . (4) where i t is written as a function of

r.

in contr ast to
The choice is

arbitrary , as either combined with terr.rernture will define the
adsorbed rhase .

However, the chr ice does determine the heat of

adsorrtion which is finally obtained,
For any small variation in conditions

(JP:; ldP+ ~tJT = /dPs )Jr+())-)s_)JT(35)
\ap/r \aT~ \Jf/r (dT/r
For the case of /_.., held constant , eq. (35) may be rearranged to r e ad

(~~JIf one uses

£ 5 as defined

@1!!_\ - (d!;! \
\aT!r l~ r ~

(36)

by eq, ( 31), the p artial mol ar form of

eq . (10) becomes,
(37)
which leads to

(38 )
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On substituting eqs. (7), (8), and (38) into eq . (36), one obtains

(39 )

Considering the equilibrium condition,
usual approximation that

d

~

Pnj,

Notice that

1/; = RTjp , one
H9- Es

a\T r

;LJs=;LJJ '

RT

and making the

obtains

C{st

(40 )

2

vt~-• (d~ is evaluated at

constant

'f , an

integral heat of ads rrtion is obtained ; and when i t is evaluat ed a t
constant

r-' ,

a differential heat of adsorrtion is obtained .

note that it is r

and not

ns that

Also

is held constant; the diff e r ence

involves the change in total surface area with temrerature and
usually is neglected .

Combiningeqs . (33) and (40) , one obtain s the

relation

(41)
The differential calorimetric heat of ad sorrtion should be
equal to the isosteric heat of adsorrtion wi t h i n an unce rt ainty of

RT

calories rer mole, since usually there is some exchange of

work between rortions of the gas and not all of the gas lies within
the calo r imeter .

The difference,

R T , is frequently negl ect ed,

as it amounts to about 5-10% of the total differen<isl heat of
adsorrtion 11hich is often less than the total exrerill:er.tal error (6 ) ,

13
From eq . (41) we can see that

fst

Note that

le ads to a

~artial

molar

entro~y

Ther e fore, the quantity referred to as

for the adsorbed gas .

''£15"

obt ained from the

use of t he Clausius-Clareyron equation is actually

( ~ -

:)

5

(5 9

5; )

or

J , the difference bet\Jeen tt-:o rartial molar quantities

and not tva integral quantitie s.

( Sg- 5..5)

The r efore , the values of

should not be interrret ed by the use of eq. (30) and

its accompanying discussion.

This mistake has been made in the soils

literature and is one of the main reasons f or including the thermo dynamic develorment in the detail presented.
Heat of immersion
The relationships between the

thermodyna~ic

quantities thus

far de veloped and those obtained from hea t of immersion data will now
be discussed.

The ideal gas law is reasonably valid at the low

r essures encountered in adsorrtion and immersion work.

The ideal

gas law allows us to write

!JF =IJ H- T!J S =-

RT In£
Po

(43)

Wr itten for the rrocess of one mole of species )( rassing from the
liquid rhase to the adsorbed phase, eq. (43) becomes

14
or

(45)
where the terms

SL , HL , etc .

refer to the liquid phase .

Meaningful heat of immersion data must be taken from the use of
clean adsorbsnts,that is , adsorbents which have been degassed or
degassed and a known arr.ount of immersion liquid added .

When sampl es

are dried in desiccators, gasse s rres9nt in air are adsorbed on the
surface; and energy is required to r emove them.

In this case the

thermodynamic equations developed here would not apply .

For further

discussion on this rroblem, see pro osition 1 in the aprendix.
Let

ho

be the heat of immersion (in the liquid adsorbate ,

of the clean solid adsorbent, and let
the solid with

n5

moles of

h

X adsorbed

X )

be the heat of immersion of
on it .

Similar t.o eqs . (2)

and (3), we may write
(46)
Upon inserting eq . (46) into eq , (45) and omitting the negligible
volume term, one obtains

which is the same as eq. (2) of Jura and Hill (22).
Eq, (19) re uire s the use of

'f twice.

once tc determine the

values of pressure :md temrerature c.t :cN:'o.:ut

'fJ ,

and once in the

15

)0~~ term in order to obtain the integral heat of adso ~tion f rom
which the other integral thermodynamic function s are calculated .
some cases very serious errors in

If

may ar i se , owing t o an unce rtain

extr apolation of the adsorption isotherm to

p =0

and, in gene r al, mor e precise method of obt aining
combine a computation of

1..f

In

An alternative

Ss and £ 5 i s

to

from a single adsorpt i on isotherm with

heats of immersion or ordinary integral calorimetric heats of adsorption, measured at the same t emperature ~·
Chessick and Zettlemoyer

i2l

showed the relationship between the

heat of immersion and the isosteric heat of adsorption as

( h- ho ) =j~t J In
Yls

where

L1JfL

o

r - !J ){

is the molar heat of liquefaction .

(L,B)

This equation

demcnstrates once a gain that the isosteric heat of adsorption is a
differential quantity and must be integrated in order to obtain
integral thermodynamic quantities .
This development is an amalgamation and modification of those
developments found in the chemical literature (l, 151 19 , 20 1 23 ).
It is suggested that anyone contemplat ing research in the field of
adsorption of water on soil materials thoroughly r ead and unde rstand
the mate rial pre sented in these papers .
In the interest of clari ty and conciseness , certain quantiti e s
which are usually negligible were omitted from thi s development .
a more comrlete development , see Hill (19, 20) .

For
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The ArPlication of Therrr.odvnamic s :t,Q Soils
The initial arplication of thermodynamics to soil moisture
attempted to define capillary potential in thermodynamic notation
~.

These equations had the advanLage of expre ssing soil

moisture potential, a chemical potential term

Ch11,

in terms of

measurable, macroscopic variables.
Heat of immersion
One of the firet papers in the soils literature which dealt with
the calculation of the enthalpy and entropy of soil water was that
of a heat of immersion study by Robins ill).

He determined the

integral heat of immersion on three soils equilibrated in desiccators
over sulfuric acid solutions of various relative humidities .

The

integral values showed the characteristic rapid decrease in the heat
of immersion with increasing amounts of rreadsorbed water .

He then

determined the differential heat of immersion and called it the
specific heat content .

In so doing, he neglected the

PV

work

term and changed to partial specific quantit ies (per gram basis) .
determined the specific free energy by the relation Ll F:

He

RT '" Pjp.

He then calculated the partial specific entropy from the interfunctional relationship,
and

A3

L\ 5: Ll H - 4

r.

His values of

Ll F. A. H '

were negative and became more so as the moisture content

decreas~ d.

HoHever, following the mistake of Stamm (35) and Katz (26),

Robins used the incegral interpretation for the rartial specific
entropy.

As explained in the preceding section , the slope (partial

17
specific quantity) of a line at a point gives no indication of the
distance the line (integral quantity) is above or below the axis .
As will be noted later, this mistake has carried through all of the
pertinent soils literature known to me except for one paper

~.

Since Jura and Hill ( 2J) pointed out the advantage s of combining
heat of immersion and adsorrtion data to calculate integral thermodynamic quantities, several workers have employed this method .
Zettlemoyer et al . (J8) calculated the integral entropy of wate r
adsorbed on asbestos fibers from two isotherms and from one isotherm
and heat of immersion data.

Values determined by the two methods

were in good agreement! but the adsorrtion values had a gr eate r
estimated maximum error, esrecially below one layer of adsorbe d
molecules.
gre~ter

than free water when few molecules were adsorbed .

half layer
below

The entropy of the adsorbed water was considerably

SL

55

= SL

,

and

55 reach'd

at about one layer coverage .

At a

a minimUJ!l value of 4 e . u.

Beyond one layer the entro~y

of the adsorbed film increased to approach that of free water .

The

heat of immersion curve suggests that asbestos rresents a very
homogenous surface to adsorbing molecules .
Walen

LrQ

conducted a similar experime nt

~<ith

ground quartz .

His values for the entropy of the adsorbed phase were very low with
less than a half layer adsorbed but only slightly below the entrory
of free liquid water beyond a half layer.

However, Whalen did not

place much emrhasis on his values, as he suggests that the ground
quartz may not have been at equilibrium yet .

18
tl.orrison and Dzieciuch (JO) rerorted small negative values for

( .5:;- SL )

which became sl1ghtly more negative as the vapor pressure

increased for water on cellulose .

These authors also believe that

their adsorbent was disturbed by the water .
One l one entropy value for water adsorbed on kaolin ite at a

thQl.

monolayer coverage is reported
which the authors interpreted

~s

The value of

55 was

- 2 e.u.

reflecting a strong interaction

between the water varor and the i.ydrogen kaolinite with the implication that the surface was strongly perturbed .

Possibly the hydration

of surface ions was responsible for this abnormal result.
Differential heat of adsorption
Because of the erroneous idea that a partial molar quantity
could be interpreted as that rortion of the integral quantity due to
a particular component (in this case soil water), partial mo lar
enthalpies and entropies have been used extensively.

This interpre-

tative error persisted in the chemical literature until the papers
of Hill et al . (19, 20, 21, 22) appeared.

This error appears with

decr easing frequency since Hill's papers .
Several researchers (17, 18 , 24, 25, 33, 36), interested in
the thermodynamics of soil water, calculated partial spe cific enthalpies and entropies and gave them integral interrretations, even
though a few of these workers ~ refer to pap ers (22, 29) in
which the integral and partial molar interpretations are explained .
Differential heat of adsorption values for silica and kaolinite
ranged from 720 cal/g at one layer to 800 cal/g at a half layer (37,24).
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The diffe rential heat of adsorrtion curve for water adsorbed on
montmorillonite had both a minimum and a maximum with values ranging
from near zero to
~,

560 cal/g H2J between 0.05 and 0.37 g H~/g cl ay

A natural so il showed negL<ti ve values of

the tensiometer range (1§2,
its curve of ( ~ -

Hv)

(Ji5 -/-1'- )

in

Also Li-kaolinite sho"ed a minimum in

versus coverage at about one - third of a layer

{24).

Integral heat of adso rption
It is regrettable that only one rarer has appeared i n the soils
literature concerning the integral entropy of soil \.rater .

Martin (29)

calculated integral entropy values at constant surface pressure with
the help of the Gibbs equation .
entropy values ,

He also calcul ated differential

These later data agreed roughly with those of Go ates

and Bennett (KQ and Jurninak and Volman

~.

However, the integral

entropy of water adsorbed on kaolinite •ms greate r than that of free
water over the range below 50% relative humidity, and became larger as
zero coverage was approached .

This means that the water adsorbed on

kaolinite possesses greater freedom of movement than free wate r and
is contrary to the many erroneous interpretations of differential
entre y values.

However, the integral

ent ro~y

value s are opposite to

the one integral value reported by Chessick and Zettlemoyer ~ .
A recent development in the field of surface chemistry has been
the determination of site energy distributions of adsorbents ,
workers (2,

, 9, 12, 34) have

adsorrtion isotherms with a

attem~ted

cou~le

of

such

calculat~ons

rrom~sing

Several

using

methods im erging ,

20

The few rarers studied indicate that this area should rrove very
rewarding to the soil rhysicist or chemist interested in cation
exchange as ;Jell as gaseous adso rption.
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THEORY
In a preliminary experiment water vo.po r wo.s brought into contact
Th~

with a degasse d soil samrJe .
very rapid l y and then dropped .

temperature of the samrle rose

When this occurrence was compared with

the experiment of water ,. .1nor adsorp ion on wool fibers by King and
Cassie (W, the followin g c mclu ions were drawn :

1) water vapor

o.dsorption occurs very rapidly and is rrobably limited by the temperature of the soil

sampl~and

2)

sin~e

the amount of heat

reduced was

arrr eciable , the heat risa ,f the samrle cou ld be used to determine
differential calor imetric heals of o.dsorption .
An equation suitable for the cietermination of the differential
calor imetric heat of adsorption was l ogically developed by considering
the production and lo ss of heat and the resulting temperature rise
of the soil sample .

With the use of consistent units of grams ,

calories and degrees centigrade, the tempe r ature rise of the sample
is equal to the heat produced minus the heat lost and divided by the
product of the ma ss heated and its specific heat .

tJT

Thus,

(49 )

where

LJ~ = temperature

1d = differential
Mw = mass

Ms

rise of sample, °C
calorimetric heat of adsorption, cal/g

of water adsorbed aL time t, g

= mass of mo st son, g

22

!\1,

=mass of container for soil sample, g

CS

= specific heat of soil , cal/ g °C

Cc
t
and

~

Values of

specific heat of container, cal/g °C
time, sec
rate of heat loss , cal/sec .

/1 T, fiL./1s.

and

Me were

The value of 0.214 cal/g °C for
aluminum.

The value of

C5 was

obtained by di rect measur ement .

Cc

was taken from handbook data for

determined by

he u se of a calorimeter

spe cifically designed for srecific heat dete rminations.

A value for

~ was determined by cal i brating the adsorption apparatus .

Other thermodynamic qu antities were also of inte rest and were
calculated by use of established equations .

The isosteric heat of

adsorption was calculated by using eq . (40 ) developed in the rreceding
chapter.

The assumption was made that the total surface area of the

soil sample did not change with temperature between 15 and 35 C.
The difference between the enthalpy of soil water and free,
liquid water was calculated from the relationship

( Hs - HL )

=(----n;h- nJ +

r":P

(50)

which is easily obtained by comparing eqs. (44) and (47).
The difference between the entropy of soil water and free
water was obtained by the use of eqs . (47) and (23).
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EXPERIMENTAL ;:ETHODS At!D PROCEDURES

Adso~tion

Apparatus

An apparatus was designed to provide the data from which the

differential calorimetric heat of adsorption could be obtained ,
This apparatus is shown in figure 1 .

The apparatus was constructed

of 20 mm 0. D. glass tubin g and large bore vacuum sto cocks .
large mechanical

vacu~

The

pump reduced tho pressure in the system to

arproximately 0.2 of Hg.

The oil diffusion rump reduced the rressure

further to approximately l x 10-5 mm of Hg.

The vapor trap preceding

the diffusion pump was surrounded by a De1mr flask containing dry
ice and acetone at -78 C,

The McLoed gage was used to measure the

pressure in the system accurately to l x 10-4 mm of Hg and approximately to 1 x 10-5 mm of Hg during evacuation procedures .

The oil

manometer, which contained a vacuum pump oil with a vapor pressure
less than 1 x 10-6 rom of Hg at 25 C, was used in the measurement of
the water vapor pressure in the system.
read this manometer.

A cathetometer was used to

The small spherical flask contained distilled

water which had been boiled under vacuum to remove dissolved gases .
The large five liter spherical flask in t he constant temrerature bath
was used to suprly the soil with

>~ater

Two adsorrtion tubes were used .

vapor of bath temperature ,
One, fitted with a sensitive

coprer beryllium spring, was used to determine the amount of wate r
vapor adsorbed on the soil sample suspended from the spring .

The

extension of the spring was read to the nearest 0.01 mm with an

To McLoed Gage
To Recorder

Vapor
Trap

Const. Temp. Bath

F1gure 1.

Heat of Adsorption Apparatus .
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accurate cathetometer.

The other tube contained an identical soil

sample and spring plus a small thermistor Wlth fine wire leads through
the cap of the tube.

The temperature of this sample was recorded on

a Bristol recorder to 0 . 01 ' C.

Two more leads through the cap of this

tube were used to heat the soil sample for the heat loss calibration .
Calibration curves for r ate of heat loss from the soil sample
were obtained in the following manner .

The temperature of the sample

was determined by employment of a calibrated rapid response thermis tor.
The thermistor had a diameter of 0 . 007 inch .

The thermistor was

connected in series with a 15,000 ohm resistor to a 1 . 34 volt mercury
cell.

A Bristol recorder wired to register the potential dr op acr oss

the thermistor indicated the temperature of the thermistor to 0. 01 C,
A small heating disk constructed from carbon motor-brush filings
mixed with glue was placed in the soil sample, as shown in figure 2.

Sample
Contalner-1r-r-------~~---------+~

Samp le

Heater

Figure 2.

Temperature measuring samrle and container .
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·,;,tc r v:..<ror wa s adrr.i1: ed to th
sure t.o a rre1:cribed v hte .

- • ·o l"T'ti·'n t u" E' S t o r · ise the pre s -

A small curr" nt was arrlied to the heater

and the syst m allowed to come to equilibrillffi.

At equilibr i llffi the

temperature of the sample was elevated enough beyond that of the
bath that the heat input from t he heater balanced t he he at loss t o
the surrounding

ortions of the system.

At this time the voltage

dr op acr oss the heater and the resistance of the heate r were
accurately measured .
was calculated.

From these measurements the heat production

The vapor pressure was also accurate l y re ad .

at a specific bath

temp~rature,

Thus,

vapor pressure, and sampl e tempe r a-

ture el evation above that of the bath, the rate of heat loss from
the sample was calculated.
The voltage i n the heater circult wa3 t hen incre ased and t he
proc ss repeatqd for the same bath temperature and vapor pressure .
Readings gathered in 1:his manner were taken until a curve was
established relating rate of heat loss to temperature eleva t i on
above bath temperature for a specific bath t emper atur e and vapor
pre s sur e .

This entir e pr ocess was then r epeated fo r various vapor pre ssures until the r ange from ze ro to sat ur at ion vapor pressur e was
cover ed .

This produced one set of calibration cur ve s fo r the soil

sampl e at one bath temper atur e .
other bath tempera1:ures ,

The process was r epeated f or t he

A sample s t of

ur ves i s shown i n f i gure

J.

Intermediate curves we r e al so determined and used in the calculations
but \.Jere omitted from !"igure 3 for re.:lsons of

~larit :'

or presentation .

7

B ath temperature

u

2.<;° C

6

0

0

6
Rate of heat l oss,

A,

cal x 1000
sec

F1gure 3. Rate of heat loss from samp le as a function of
sample temperature elevation above bath temperature for
M1llv11le loam .
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The pattern of the curves for the three

temr~ratures

was similar but

with the slope of a curve for a given varor rressure decreasing
slightly with increasing bath temper ature .
After calibration the small heater was removed from the temperature me asuring container,

The actual data were collected as follows.

The sample was evacuated for 48 hours at 10- 5/ mm of Hg.
of the spring in the adsorption tube was noted.

The length

A small amount of

water vapor was added to the center manifold of the adsorption
apparatus.

The recorder was started• valve number 2 was opened,

and a stop watch was started,

A strict time schedule of spring

extension and oil manometer readings was observed ,
The readings of major interest were those which occurred just
after the sample reached its maximum temperature .
temperature curve is shown in figure 4.

A representative

At the inflection of the

curve, the samrle and thermistor should be a3 near equilibrium as
possible on the high part of this curve .

Therefore, this inflection

point was chosen as the time measurement,
Equation (49) was used to analyze the data,

The integral

representing heat loss was graphically integrated from time zero to
the inflection time .

The spring extension gave the mass of water

adsorbed at this time , and the manometer reading gave the vapor
pressure at which the measurement occurred .
Supplementary Equipment

~

The remaining unknown in eq, (49).
was me as

Procedures
he spedf

~

heat of the soil,

ed in a calorl1neter esrecially d.; signed :or :;p,d f ie heat

Infle c t i on Po1nt

1.4

1.2

l)

1. 0

0

0.8

0. 6

0. 4

0.2

0-

0

20

40

60

trme, sec

Figure 4.

Calonmetnc temperature curve of sample.
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det rm1nation.
Rice

i2£1.

The calorimeter and procedure are described by

Regrettabl y, this calorimeter which had a reported

accuracy of three places only yielded two rlace accuracy.

The mean

value for the specific heat of Millville loam was slightly l ess than
0.22 cal/g °C .
The data for the adsorption isotherms were obtained by allowing
the soil sample to come to complete equilibrium after each temperature measurement run.

At low surface coverages equilibrium was

obtained very rapidly.
required.

At high vapor pressures seve ral hours were

The spring excension and manometer readings provided the

basic data from which the isosteric heat of adsorption was calculat ed.
A precision calorimeter for heat of immersion measurements was
constructed after the one described by Pierce et al .
modifications were made.

i11l·

Two

First, the temperature in the air bath

surrounding the Dewar flask was controlled by circulating water
through extensive copper tubing networks in the air bath and in a
separate constant temperature water bath.

Second , the temperature

in the calorimeter was measured by employing two high resistance
thermistors in opposite arms of a >meatstone bridge circuit, the
unit being calibrated as a whole .
The surface area of the soil was determined by the modified
Dyal and Hendrichs

l!1l

by Bower and Gschwend

ethylene glycol retention method described

ffi .

Millville loam yielded a total area of
2
79 m2/g and an external area of 38 m /g. Kaolinite yielded an area
2
of 22m /g .
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EXPERD:E!TTAL DATA liND ANALYSJS

Differential Calorimetric Heat of Adsorption
The differential calorimetric heats of adsorpt ion for Millville
loam, as calculated from eq, (49), are shown in figure 5.
relative pressures values of

~

At low

are from one to two hundred calories

per gram higher than the heat of vaporization,

This indicates that

water adsorbed on the soil is in a lower energy state than free
water and would require from one to two hundred calorie s more to
evaporate one gram of soil water than free water ,
Beyond thirty percent relat ve humidity an inte re sting condition
exists ,

The values of the differential calorimetric heat of adsorp-

tion suggests that less energy is required to evaporate one gram of
soil water than one gram of free water,
the case .

Practically, this is not

In analyzing the temperature curves represented by figure

4 for relative humidities above fifteen per cent ., i t was noted that
the temperature of the soil samrle dropped faster than would have
been inferred by the heat loss curves.

This suggests t hat part of

the heat energy of the sample was being used for an endothermic
reaction within t he sample.
The reaction suggested by t hi s phenomenon i s expanding of the
lattice of the montmorillonite type clays present in Millville l oam.
Barshad

J1l

concludes from his data that water molecules adsorb on

the external surface of expanding lattice clays and then drive the
platelets apart and move in between them.

This se quent of events
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could

re:~dily

explain the

ri

ta

sureos the expanding .~.atti~e

Ul

.ays

figure 5.

rr

H low relative pres-

..,e,nt in :·:.illville loam remain

in fixed pos~tions ~~th regard to exransion.

As more water vapor is

added, the clay systems reach the threshold of expansion.

An added

increment of water vapor at this point would result in the expanding
of the clay pla elet systems .

S~nce

the free energy of soil water

becomes less as temperature 1ncreases,

he tempe rature rise at this

point of expansion due to water vap~r adsorp ton accelerates the
expansion process.

Th1s means tha

he heat energy of the sample is

being used as the heat is be1ng produced, resulting in a smaller
temperature
sion ,

r~se

than would have been

he case without lattice expan-

The net result is a lower d1fferential calorimetric heat of

adsorption than would have been

he case without lattice expansion,

The above conclusion and data should not be inte rpreted to mean
that less heat energy

s required to evaporate one gram of soil

water adsorbed bet~~en clay platelets than one gram of free water.
The endothermic,

latti~e

expansion process utilizes the heat energy

which is produced by the water molecules passing to a lower energy
state.

Thus, it is likely that more energy would be required to

remove the inter-lattice water molecules than to evaporate free
water molecules or even externally adsorbed water molecules.

It

should be emphasized that the data were taken on a dynamic system
and not on one at equilibrium.
The major factor which limited the accuracy of the data collected
in this experiment was the measuremen· of the amow.• of added water .

.34
The ur.uunt. norn:ally added resulted in a sprlllg
0,10 to 0.15 mm.

This llltroduced an eight to

Because of the small amount of

extens~on

t~elve

of f rom

per cent error.

er adsorbed on kaol i nite at

~a

a given vapor pressure, the additional amount adsorbed during a
differential calorimetric heat of adsorption run
rend e.~

this approach h ghly lllaccurate o

~as

so small as to

Therefore , data for kaoli nite

are not presented.

The basic data from Which the isosteric heat of adsorption was
calculated

~ere

adsorption isotherms .

Examples of the i sotherms

for Millville loam and lithium kaolinite are s ho~ i n f igures 6 and 7
respectively.

The basic data from which the isotherms \<Bl'e drawn ar e

given in the appendix.

The isot.herms

she ~

the character isti c si gmoid

shape which results from a rapid filling of the mo r e active ad sorption
sites at

lo~

coverages followed by a reriod of steady incr ease i n

adsorption and concluded by a region of greatly incr eased ad sorption
due to capillary condensation .
The isoste r ic heat of adsorption for Mil lville loam is shown i n
figure 8,

Diffe r ent curves resulted when di ffer ent isotherms we re

used i n the calculations .

Theor etically, i f t he i soste ric heat of

adsorption is independent of temperature, t he two curves would fall
on top of one anotrer .

However, swelling adsorbents

~ere

excluded in

the derivation of the equation used to calculate the i soste ric heat
of adsorption.

Bo !-. swelling and the failure of +,;.:> isosteric heat
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The 1sosteric heat of adsorption of MillVllle
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of adsorption to remain constant vith temperature changes could have
caused the phenomenon shown in figure 8,

It is also likel y that

swelling is temperature dependent, 1:hich would also cause t he i sosteric heat of adsorption curves to diverge ,

An encouraging f a ct of

figure 8 is that the isosteric heat of adsorption tends to approach
the latent heat of vaporization of free water as more water covers
the clay platelets.
The isosteric heat of adsorption and the differential calor i metric heat of adsorption should agree within the error of RT.
However , this is not the case with the data represented in f i gure s
5 and 8 ,

Swelling is at wo r k in both experiments .

The effe ct of

swelling on qd has been discussed, and i ts effect of qst can be seen
from eq. (40).

The value of the isosteric heat of adsorption depends

on the shape of the adsorption isotherms .

The shape of the isothe r ms

de ends on the amount of water movin g in between the clay platelets ,
This may r ende r the values of the isosteric heat of adsorption use less unless interpreted in the light of swelling effects .

Therefo r e ,

little importance is placed on these values at t hi s time .

As

saturation is approached, swell ing becomes complete ; and mor e
impor·tance can be rlaced on t he isoste r ic heats of adso rp tion .
The isosteric heat of adsorption of water vapor on l ithium
kaolinite is shown in figure 9 .

These curves should also coincide .

Although the curves do not coincide, they do have similar shapes
and would be very similar i f displaced slightly so that the maxima
would coincide ,

The isosteric he at of adsorrtion should carry the
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The isosteric heat of adsorption of lithium

11

12

40

I hY

1

OJ

sib~ifi~ance

chat it represen s the amount of heat input

required to evarorate one gram of water from a large body of soil at
a particular temperature and moisture content.

Figure 9 shows that

this amount of heat input increases from a moderate value to a sharp
maximum and then decreases to arproach the l ate nt heat of vaporization of free water .

The maximum could be caused by the movement

of the lithium ions out of the surface cavities in the kaolinite to
new locations Where they could react with the adsorbing water molecules.

This movement of the lithium ions is undoubtedly temperature

dependent and could cause the displacement seen in the isosteric heat
of adsorrtion curves.

However, caution should be exercised i n

interpreting isosteric heats of adsorrtlon in r egard to physical
mechanisms as the isosteric heat of adsorption represents the
difference between part i al molar quantities and not integral
quant ities .
!J.eat of Immersion
The data representing the heats of immersion are shown in
figure 10.

The heat of immersion curve decreases monotonically as

expe cted , except for the region be ween 0 . 2 and 0 . 3 relative
pressures .

The displacement in this curve is real and similar to

the one obtained by vlhalen

tiTl

for quartz .

It is interesting to note that the maximum in the isosteric
heat of adsorpt ion curve occurs near the roint at Which the he at of
1lnmersion curve passes through

11

minimum .

same mechanis:n is operating in both cases .

Thi s st.gg<'sts that the
The movement of the
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litt

.~

ions out of the surface

disrl~cement

cavlti~s

could eusily cause the

in the heat of immers1on curve .

Tb& heat of immersion value of 1.21 cal/g for degassed lithium
kaolinite is close to the values for kaolinite rerorted in Grimm's
book en clay mineralogy.

However, no he at of immersion data for

kaolinite with various amounts of preadsorbed water were found in the
literature,
Figure 11 shows
.~

left f r

he heat of immersion for lithium kaolinite

months in desiccators over salt solutions of various

relative humidit1es.
The

s,~ples

Each point is the average of two replications .

were considered to have come to equilibrium with the

relative hum:ldity in the desic cators by the end of this 'time,

The

heat of immersion for the sample stored ove r P2J 5 is slightly below
tha't of the degassed samrle shown in figure 10.
be

e'>~Dy

gases

aS

The phenomenon could

accounted for by the energy required to remove adsorbed
discussed in proposit on 1 in the appendix,

The curves in figures 10 and 11 tend toward the value of O, J
cal/g if

~ xtrapolated

to saturation vapor pressure .

This is close

to the value calculated for the destruction of about 20 square meters
of air-water interface .

Using the heat of immersion data of figure 10 and the adsorption
isotherm for 24.8 C
en halpy and

en~::-or-y

sho~~

in figure ?,

he dif erence be ween the

of adsorbed >Jeter and frea , l!:pld

wa~er

was
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calculated according to eqs . (47) and (50)o

The result s are shown

in figures 12 and 13o
Both the enthalpy and entrory of soil water show a minimum near
a relative pres sure of 0.17 .

A minimum in this curve is expected in

the region of a monolayer coverage as shown by Hill at al. ~·
2
This loose monolayer corresponds to an area of about 20 ~ per
molecule .
sidered .

This value is high when the size of the mole cule is conHowever, water molecules are strongly dirolar and, when

orientated in the fir st layer , would repel each other .

It is

similar to bringing two small bar magnets together with like poles
orientated in the same direction.

Thus, the molecules would be

expected to occupy a larger area than their physical size would
indicate.
The entropy of soil water shews largs positivs values as zero
relative pressure is approached.

This is expected s ince the last

term on the right in eq . (47) approaches infinity as the relative
pressure approaches zero.

The positive values for the difference

between the entropy of soil water and free water support Martin' s
theory

iZ2l

that the clay particles have a structure breaking effect

on the water network .

When the first layer is filled, the entropy of

soil water and that of free water is the same .

This does not

neces sarily mean that the adsorbed water molecules are held in the
same configurational pattern as liquid water molecules .
that their freedom of movement is similar .
of 0 . 2, the entropy curve rises .

It indicates

Beyond a relative pressure
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Figure 12. The differenc e between the enthalpy of soil
water and that of free water as a function of relative
pressure.
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The enthalpy of the soil
at

lo~

relative pressures .

~ater

is l ess than t hat of free

~ater

This is logically expected from a physi-

cal conside r ation of soil water .

However, ( r1 s -

~L) becomes more

positi ve as more water adsorbs on the kaolinite sample.

This does

not foll ow the theoretical argument that ( ~ 5 -

f1L ) should approach

zero as saturation vapor pressure i s approached.

The same mechanism

is operative in causing the enthalpy and entr opy curves to deviate
from zero at relative pressures beyond 0.2 as

~as

ope rative in the

isosteric heat of adsorption curves and heat of immersion curve.
The movement of lithium ions into the sorbed water would strongly
affect the thermodynamic properties of the system.

Thus, eq. (47)

is not applicable beyond a relative pressure of 0.2, since the
adsorbe nt does not conform to the assumption t hat its thermodynamic
properties are the same in the presence as in the absence of
adsorbed molecules.

CONCLi.'SIONS

Thf' calorimetric arrroach

o the n:easurement of diffe rential

heats of adsorrtion is feasible though severely limited when used
with swelling adsorbents .

However , if the sen' itivity of the gravi-

metric measurement of the amount of water adsorbed could be incr eased
ten-fold, this method would be very useful on non-swelling adsorbents
such as kaolinite.

The differential

calorimetr~c

heat of adsorption

_ asurementd did confirm the hYro hes s that about 750 calories are
required to nvarorate one gram of soil water at low r elative pressures.
The isosteric heat of adsorption curves for Millville loam
empha izes the large effect that swe lling has on the adsorption
isotherms.

The calorimetrlc and isosteri c approaches to t he heat of

adsorption of wate r on Millville loam imply that a new approach must
be found to trea

swelling adsorbents .

The isosteric heat of adsorption of wa er on kaolinite shows
that large amounts of heat energy are required t o evaporate a
gram of water from a large kaolinite system in equilibrium with
twenty percent relative humidity.

Th e amount required is almost

t wice that for an equivalent amount of free water .
The isosteric heat of adsorption of water on, kaolinite suggests
a major change in the slope of the inte gral heat of immersion at
about twenty rercent r elative humidity but not a change t o a negative
slope as would be ind1cated by figure 10 for this region.

However,

it is suggested that t hese irregularities are caused by the lithium
1ons which have moved out of the surface cavities i:- the kaolini te
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and into the adsor bed water.
The heat of imme r sion of kaolinite approache s a value at saturation which is comparable to t he destr uction of t wenty squar e mete r s
of air-wate r inte r face .

The lowe r heat of immersion value for the

dry desiccator samrle suppor ts the argument s put fo rth in pr oposition
1 in the appendix .
The integral entropy of soil water is greater than that of f ree
water at very low relative pressures and reaches a minimum at what
could be conside r ed a monolayer coverage .
the n i ncreases a s expe cted .

The entr opy of soil wate r

Howe ver, i t co ntinues to increase a s

s aturat ion vapo r pressure is approached.

Lithium ions which have

move d out of surface cavities i n t he kaolinite and into the adsorbed
film could cause t his be havior.

The concl usion is r ea ched that

eq. (47) i s not applicabl e beyond a r el ative pr essure of 0 . 2, since
the adsorbent doe s not conform to t he assumption that i ts thermo dynamic prope rt i e s are t he same in the pr esence a s in the absence of
ad sorbed mol ecule s .
Because of the imrortant dat a Whi ch t he i ntegral the r modynamic
approach of fe r s in th e under s tandin g of soil water propertie s , t his
appr oach should be r ef i ned and appl ie d to other soi l mat e r ial s .
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APPENDIX

5'

Pror~sltion

1 . Tne develorment of the wettL~ g front could be
exrlained on the basis that desorr ion of the adsorbed gases must
occur before ~a er can adsor b.l

Why are soil samples left in desiccators over constant relative
humidity solutions for se veral weeks or months rather than only for
a few hou r s? In order to rea ch equilibrium is the stock answer .
Yet clay in an adsorption apparatus reaches equilibrium in an hour
or so although the clay is sometimes left for a day just to be ver y
sure t hat it has reached equilibrium . \Jhy t hp difference? Perhaps
we con get an idea from the rretreatment given the samrles in each
casee

Samrles to be equilibrated at srecific relative humidities are
either dried or wetted to near saturation before being laced in
desiccators so that they arrronch equilibrium along one side or the
other of the hystersis loop. Howeve r adsorrtion samples ar e placed
in t he apparatus and evacuated to 1o- 5 rom Hg for a day or two . The
object- - to remove all adsorbed gases so that the gas or vapor which
is to adsorb on the sample ~11 encounte r a clean surface.
I f a day or two of severe evacuation is required t o remove the
adsorbed gases, how much time would be needed for water molecules
to rerlace adsorbed gas molecules (N 2 , 02, and C02 primarily) which
ar e rresent? Evidently several week s or months depending on the
porous nature of the adsorbent would be the ans ~er. Howeve r, it has
been stated th~t this reriod of time can be r educed by partial evacuation of the desiccator.
Pidgeon and Van Winsen (.2.) determined the water vapor adsorption
isotherm on asbestos fibe r s with and without air rresent. For the
r ange of data reported (no values below 24% R.H. in the presence of
air ) both adsorption curves ~ere t he same. However, usin g the
authors 1 o= words 11 ••• the time r equired for the establishment of
equilibrium is enormously reduced by the r emoval of air . "
Stepping aside for a moment , the question might be asked--how
should water enter or move through soil if only rore size and shape
and vi scosity and mol ecular speed of water are considered? My
guess is the following curve:

lrhe spark \o.>hich develored into this r roposition Has gleaned
from a conversation with Dr. John Cary in which he mentioned
Dr. W. D. Kempe r's concern f or the effect of adsorbed gases on the
angle of contact of a liquid on a solid .
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Saturation
Percentage
Moisture
by
Weight

I

Initial

Fimre l.

-- --

Distance from source

Why? ---because vapor would diffuse ahead of the water films and
adsorb on the soil upon contact, the water films would race ahead of
the liquid water due to the energy gradient, and liquid water would
finally fill up the remaining voids.
But wtat does an actual moisture content distribution look like?
Saturation
Percentage

Initial
Figure

2.

Distance from source

Why? First--the water vapor has difficulty in displacing the
adsorbe d gas molecule s. Second, the water films encounter a surface only partially covered with water and must displace the
r emaining gas molecules. Since these rroces ses require some time,
the liquid water piles up behind the slow moving water films
resulting in a definite wet front.
Colman and Bodman's t?l paper suprorts this idea by showing
that a wet front moves faster in a slightly wt soil than in an air
dry one. In this case the water film over the soil rarticles keeps
the gas molecules at the film surface instead of on the soil. The

.;· ....

moisterinc u&ter films a,-n :c 1~ to quickly d1srlace the gas molecules
a:l.:;orhed on the adsol'bod ,atcr due t o he s t rong dipole interar. 1 ·-~
between the moistening f1lm and the adsor bed water mol e cules. This
allows the wate r film to move raridly. The moisture content distribution across a wetting front in a soil at various initial moisture
contents i s shown in figure 3 taken from Gardr.~r and Mayhugh (!J_ :
Initial

3

Percentage
Moisture

2

by
Wei ght
l

Figure 3.

Distance from source

Jam~s Biggar (!1 reported activation energies ranging from
2.3 x 10 to 4 .4 x 109 ergs per ram from measurements of the pressure
potential difference across the wet front plane . He also states,
" • •• as the system becomes drier, this phenomenon of energy barriers
becom'3s mo re T"ronounced". In all probability, much of this energy is
needed t o disrlace the adsorbed gas molecules .

This proposition suggests two studies:
(l) The r ate of water vapor adsorption on soil (or clay ) from
a gaseous mixture saturated with wate r vapor and containing various
partial pressures of N2 and/or 02
fu1 adsorption balance as described in the recent book edited by
Katz {22 would be used to suspend a black bucket containing a thin
layer of soil down into a black tube. This design would allow for
a fairly rapid temperature equilibration during adsorption. The
sample would first be equilibrated at a specific partial pressure of
N2 or 02• Then a gas mixture would be introduced which would maintain
the same partial pressure of N2 or 02, but would contain saturation
vapor pressure of >~ate r. The rate of adsorption of water vapor would
be determined unde r these conditions to study the e f fects of the
adsorbed gas on this rate.

(2) J.loisture content distribution across the \Je tting front as
influenced by N2 and 02 Pressure .
This experiment would be set up similar to a di ffusivity study
usinr a gamma r adiation device like the one described by Davidson,
Nielsen, and Biggar CD to measure moisture content as a function of
distance, This would allow the soil column to remain attached to a
vacuum and gas control arraratus. After equilibrating the soil with
a spec ific gas partial pressure as before, liquid wate r would be
allowed to enter one end of the column to form the wetting fro nt.
This study could take a number of different courses, but it should
establish the effect of the adsorbed gases on the rate and type of
water movement in soil,
An additional note
An exrlanation of the hydrorhobic nature of paraffin can be
made along similar lines. London disrersion for ces could be
stronger between the rara fin and the air molecules of N2 and 02
than between paraffin and water. As a result, paraffin would maintain a surface layer of air to the exclusion of water . An easy test
of this idea would be to place a riece of paraffin in a small bell
jar with a seraratory funnel i nserted in the top. After evacuating
the samrle to lo-5 mm Hg, water varor would saturate the srace in the
jar . A drop of water from the funnel should spread out on the surface if surface forces are strong enough to overcome the surface tension of the water .
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Fro~

sition 2. \fuen rerlacing shifting agriculture in exrensive
fert',izer areas of the trorics with rermanent agriculture, the
rermanent agriculture should center around fruit rroduction and
plant-animal cycles.
In many trorical countries (Ghana, Nigeria, Uganda, Liberia,
Viet Nam . Burma, Laos , etc.) a form of shifting agriculture is
practiced. The farmers cut the forest or shrub cover, burn it and
p lant their crops among the stumps for two or three years. At the
end of this time their yields have fallen off somewhat, so they move
on to a new rlot, leaving the old field to revert t o natural vege tation. If sufficient time is allowed, which varies from several
years on the areas bordering on savannah to 20 or 30 years in the
rain forests, the fertility of the soil seems to be iffirroved to the
point where the cycle can be repeated.
Since the land area available for this form of agriculture is
constant and the rorulation of most of the countries is increasing
ra idly, the cropring and fallow cycle is becoming shorter. The
fertility of the soil is declining and rroduction rer acre drorring ,
while the number of mouths to feed is increasing. Thus, agronomists
must aid in the development of a more rermanent and rroductive
agriculture in these areas,
Climate , plants, and soils. I will limit my prorosition to that
major portion of the area where shifting agriculture is practiced,
which lies letween the dense rain forest and the savannah. The area
is typified by a mean annuol r ainfall of 50 to 70 inches and may
endure a slight to semi-deciduous forest. The undistrubed forest
usually consists of three stories: 1) the emergents, 150 to 200 ft .
high, 2) the upper storey of from 60 to 130ft. with a closed canopy,
and 3) the lower storey with a closed canary at about 50 ft. Regrowth
a reas consist of a scattered uprer storey and dense lower storey after
20 to 30 years.
The zonal soils in this area are latosols with reddish yellow
latosols rredominating in the area where data have been taken. These
soils have characteristics associated with a balance between a mode rate degree of leaching, the growth of vegetation, and the decay and
destruction by worms . termites, ants, etc . , of leaves , woods, and
roots on and in the soil. There is usually an increase in acidit y
with derth. The topsoil is neutral to weakly acid because t he
recycled bases become available from the de comrosed organic matte r
to saturate the base-exchange complex of the soil and organic
colloid ~· Some leached bases affect the pH to a derth of several
feet.
The nutrient status of these soils is roughly outlined in
Table I.
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Table L

Nutrient cont<>nt of "oil in ib. per surface acre feet

Site

Kade
Kumasi
Belgian Con go
Liberia
Nutrient.s in
trash, lianes,
and litter
Ave. Nutrien
rerr.oval rer jT,

Ref . No .

Av. P

Exci-Jang able
K

11
13
17

30

580
220
300
450

60C

35

6,0

2

48

9

50

2

N

LJ.OO

6000
2500
3900

2

5
1

7

It will be noted t":" rhosrhorus is likely to be the fir st nutrient to become limiting. Even though the available P was usuall y
determined by the Troug method, it does give an indication of the
relative amounts "that are present .
Some nutrients would be added when the veeetation was burned .
These figures are roughly given near the bottom of the table . The
last line gives an estimate of the avera~e annual nutrient removal
for a maize - maize- cassava rotation assuming yields of 37 bu. of
maize nnd 15,000 l bs . of cassava tubers rer acre rer crop.
After abandonEent rrobably resulting from a lack of available
rhosrhorus, the natural veget.ation re-covers the area . After the
establishment of deep-roooed srecies rlant nutrients are again
brought to the surface. As small amounos of rhosrhorus become avai lable from the more insoluble forms, it is also absorbed by the plant .
If given suffi cient time, the nutrient status of the top soil may be
primarily restored
Possibilities of~~ permanent ggriculture . Let us now t urn
to a few papers on cocoa research in Nigeria to develop a possible
pattern and then branch out to other crops. Kowal .Q2 studied the
effects of sracing on the envir onment and rerformance of cacao unde r
Nigerian conditions . Cacao trees require fairly moist conditions
and a moderate ~aunt of shade. Therefore. a scattered uppe r stor ey
of shade tree~ is maintained. Kowal found that stand de nsity was
rositively correlated with ea~e of managemen , early yields, healt h ,
and rerformance. His closest spacing' of 5 x 5 ft. and 5 x 6 ft .
gave the best results .
In a succeeding rarer Kowal ~)_ rerorted the effects o sracing
on ecological factors (soil moisture, soil nitrates, ~hade, and microclimatic conditio!'ls) . A hid' rositlvf' corrAhtin- ,_,,s fmmn heh.>een
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moL. T" , uol.l n · ~ _ ~, lt
soil nutrient status. and the yield of cocoa.
rroduced a closed lower canary.
stand den sit.:, md soil

ol-gi:.i1'1ic litter ,
The closer sracings

Centrosema rurescens is often used as a r,round cove r rlant on
trorical rlantations becaus~ of the hearty gro1.rth this l egume make s
in de nse shade, vlith good drainage Centrosema will produce about
36 ,000 lbs. of organic material rer acre in 10 months or a nitrogen
equi valent of 180 lts. of ammonium sulfate and availabl e rhosrhori c
acid equivalent to 45 lLs, of trebel surerrhosrhate t2l• Its vigorous
gro\~h tends to smother weeds .
It gives root competition to young
seedlings, but it ha s a beneficial effect in mature stands.
Wilson anf Lansbury ~ rerorted a ~tudy on the managed grazing
of Centrosema pudescens rrown in cleared rain foresc in Ghana. West
Afric an Dwarf Forest sheer were used in the grazing and di ge stion
trials . The rastures were stocked wi h an average of 5.5 head rer
acre and were grazed from 8 to 11 a.m. and again from 3 to 6 r .m. to
avoid the dew l aden (and therefore helminth- dange r ous) early hours
and the midday heat.
Over 11 months h10 flocks of wethers gained an average of 14 . 7
l bs . increasing from 25.9 to 40.6 lbs . from unassisted Centrosema
grazin g . The digestion trials yielded digesLion coefficients of
.54 for total dry matter and .62 for crude rrotein . On this basis
Centrosema yie lded about 1 200 l ls . of starch equivalent and 400 lbs .
of di gestibl e crude protein pe r acre. Since the nutrient ratio of
only 1:3 surplies an excess of rrotein, the addition of some starchy
supr lement as raw cassava root should rroduce beneficial results .
The gener al pattern of agricult ure suggested by these studies
is to maintain a cl osed canary of productive trees and to grow a
tolerant or shade-requiring cover cror that may be grazed .
One need not be limited gr eatly on the srecies of trees, animals ,
o r cover crors. The mangosteen requires heavy shade, while durian ,
jackfruit, champedak, and breadfr ui t require moderate shade. These
fruit tree s allow the maintenance of deep-rooted upper storey trees
which recycle more salts to the surface. A closed lo\~r storey of
fr uit trees should aid in soil moisture and rlant nutrien t maintenance ,
while t he cover crop would helr to dete r erosion, hold nutrient s
against leaching, and rrovide forage. Citrus require less shade but
may show similar re l ationsh ips between rlant nutrients, soil moisture,
production, and a closed canopy.
Goats are rorular in Cent r al Afr ica. Pe r hars they would do
better than sheer under forest condit ions .
Other cover crors are also ve r y rromising and may hav~ certain
advantages under srecific soil and rainfall rat terns . These include :
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Calopogonium mucunoides
Justicia flava
Di gitaria velutians
Melanthera scandens, etc ,
To satisfy t he need to grow small crop s in sunlight, narrow
strips (perhaps 1 00 meters wide) could be cut through the forest in
an East-West direction. The fields would receive some leaf fall
from the adjacentufP9r storey shade trees and should receive all the
manure from the anirr.al pens. This rrocess might help to maintain
yields over a much longer period than now.
It is my belief that this whole field of interrelationships
bet.een trees, livestock, and forage crops offers an important key
to solving the problem of develop ing permanent agriculture in laces
of the present shifting agriculture.
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J. The search for a good "when-t o-irr~gate -meter " should
be focused on the rlant rather than "he soil.

Pro~os"tion

Present methods of d3termininr when to irrigate. At rresent
many farmers determine the time of irrigation by feeling the condition
of the soil with their hands (22, ob<erving the rlants for signs of
wilting, aprlying water on a schedule according to rhenological
stages of the rlant, or at intervals derending uron rainfall . These
methods are rough estimates, at best, and are not adequate to meet
he ·emands of greater irrigation efficiencies. For farmers
possessing the necessary laboratory facilities and technical skills,
more scientifically sound soil moisture determinat ions may be made
using electrical resistance rlocks or tensiome ers. With these
two methods an at"e~t is made to measure the soil moisture stress .
However, as will be discussed later, soil moisture stress is not
the rrorerty which we should measure.
~affecting rlant mo~sture stress .
The external facto rs
which affect rlant moisture stress are associated with the rate of
water loss to the atmosrhere and the rate of water absorrtion from
the soil. The rate of water loss is derendent uron atmosrheric
temrerature, wind velocity, light intensity . and the relative humidity
near the plant. The rate of water absorrtion is derende nt uron the
soil moisture stress near the rlant roots, the rate of soil moisture
movement, and the distance over which it has to move . Thus, rate of
water adsorrt~on is also affected by root density and r oot growth t2l•

Internal factors affecting plant moisture stress are associated
with imbibition rressures of the plant cells and tissues and with the
amount of bound water in the rlant issue.
In general these are most of he factors which determine how
well the rlant is gettine along in its environment 1nth resrect to
water . Except for observing wilting signs in the plant, the methods
of determining when to irrigate only consider one or two of the
numerous factors which affect rlant moisture strass . The plant
integrates all of these fa tors into plant growth and produ cti on.
Since we irrigate to satisfy rlant needs, we should look to the plant
to determine when to irrigate.
fhys oloricsl changes in plants due to water deficits . If we are
to look to the rlant to tell us when t~i;;ig~te, we must find some
indicator rrocess which we can measure, As water becomes limiting,
the cell sar becomes more concentrated the cell wall pressure
decreases, the rate of conversion of starch to sugars is acce lerated,
the destruction of rrotein is accelerated, and the rlant tissue under goes dehydra,ion lli). However, secondary effects r::s.y become more
imrortant. Diffusion pressure deficit (DPD) is the :::ammon scale
referred to in the literature (7). If it could be accurately measured,
we might find it the best index-to plm1t moisture stress.
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Present research develorments . In 1958 Box £L'1d Lemon (1)
rublished a rare r describing an attemrt t o measure rl~nt changes .
Their met hod was based on meacuring he electrical r esistance of a
segm• nt of the r l ant stem by inserting 110 electrodes 2 1/2 em arart .
They found a fairly good correlation between electrical resi stance
and mean soil moistur e tension with cotton rlants. However, their
method did not produce satisfactory results with sorghum . Box and
Lemon attributed the chan ge in resistance to a change in t issue
hydr ation.
Slatyer {21 showed 6h~5 the r atio of evarotru.,.,srir ation to
(fre e water evaroration ) •
f or cott on rlants was linearly correlated
with available soil moisture content. Sorghum rroduced a curve
highly convex to the soil moisture axis . This sugge sts that either
the available soil moisture deter minations were in error due to poor
samrling or sorghum has a more extensive root system pe r unit evapor ating surfa ce or a more efficient \Jata r absorrtion me chanism . This
points out the danger of trying t c correlate a rlant moisture indicator against soil moistur e content . Perhaps the method of Box and
Lemon W is al so valid for so r ghum , as their rlants may never have
suffered fr om a l ack of available moisture . Ho1-rever, compensating
processes aff ecting electrical re s ist ance occur in a rlant undergoing moisture st ress so that electr ical resistance may not be a good
indicator for most mesophytes .
Farkas and Pratt L2J rerorted the use of a r efr actometer to
predict when- to- irrigate . Their method consisted of correlating
cell sar concentration (CSC) as measured by its index of refraction
using a hand refract ome ter ;nth _l ent need for \Jeter . The greatest
problem encountered -~th t his method is the large variation of esc
from t op to bottom of the plant, between d<fferent plants , and between
differe nt stage s of growth for the same plant .
A method of greater rromise is the use of hydrocarbons on leaves
to determine stomatal opening by r ate of hydrocarbon infiltration into
the le ave s . I t has been used by various workers on different plants .
A recent successful application of the method was made by Halery (42 .
A more r ecent attempt \JBS designed to measure DPD using t he
Peltier cooling effect (9). The method is r ather sensitive tc
temperature equilibrium and thermocourle measurements . Succe ss has
not been achieved by this metho as ye t .
Summary and directions for future 1:esearch . Since the plant
integrates all the f actors which aff ect rlant wate r stress, we should
look t o it f or an indication of when t o irrigate . Plant physiol ogists
feel that DPD is ~he best overall measure of rlant moisture stress .
Ho~<ever, as yet thsJ have not devised a f'OOd method r,f In8:i3Uring i t .
The ideal wuld be a simple method that t he far:r.er cou1d ~se in the
field . A good method is also neerle" r:; '1[70nomists :~r u~e in

r ese:1rch. With a little cone nt r :1tod effo r t awl >:ith t he ai d of a
go od electrical engineer, a sat i s fac or y me t hcd coul d be devised
usin G ele ctri cal measurement s .
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Prorosition 4. Scientific j ournals should a<1d t"'o new sections or
encourage two new t)Tes of papers:
(a) A section where workers could write the research ideas that
they don't have the time or equi ment to work out themselves ,
and
("b)

A section for research that was conducted and failed
along with the author's theories on ;1hy it failed .

Part (a)
Thinking ~en have good ideas, many of them about their spe cialized work or general field of interest. In fact, they will
robably get many more ideas than they will ever be able to work on
or have the equirment to do . !'.any of he ideus would rrobably make
great contributions to the field if research were done on them . However, their originator is likely to use only those ideas for which
he can get the funds to explore or in which he is so intere sted that
he finds some way to acquire t he equirment and the time to develor .
The remaining ideas are tossed aside and usually forgotten .
I f the ce ideas were rut down in writing (maybe only a paragrarh
or two is needed) in the jour nal for his field, two important use s
could be made of them . First, they could be used as guide rests by
graduate studen s . Re ading these ideas would be no substitute for
reading and studying the important literature in the student's
general field of interest, but they could be used to guide him to the
frontier of knowledge and direct his reading . The "ide as " column
could also be used by graduated research workers if they are not among
those who receive an over abundance of ideas .
Second, and rerhaps most important, this column would be a source
of mental stimulation to other idea rroduce r s . I n this case the
column might become the anvil uron which basic theories of scien ce
could be hammered out .
Many researchers realize the value of t alking ove r their ideas
with their colleagues . From what little I have seen, Jim Biggar and
Don Nielsen seem to be very productive; part of their abundant productivity probably could be attributed to their free exchange of ideas .
Many workers, however, are not so fortunate . They are isolated f rom
their fellow workers by states and sometimes by countries and oceans .
Annual meetings helr to srread ideas to a ce rtain extent, but not all
those interested in a particular rroblem in one's field are in attendance . Even if all should be in attendance, chances are that they
would not think of all of their impor ant ideas when there was an
opportunity tc discuss them . A column in "their" jm.rnal could
bring together these deas to be read and pondered "

We read of the Euroraan scientists of a century or two ago
writing "lettars 11 , scholarly axrrersions of t ;eir ideas and theories,
to some society or one another , Today we rublish research that has
been conducted or possibly a theory of rarticular merit , but generally
do not rublish our ideas . The " idea" column could rroduce the spark
which could light some still dark corners of our science , It might
also be looked upon as the bulletin board t<pon which professional
workers could post and discuss their prorositions .
Part (b)
With the broad educational base \lhicl' is being developed today ,
a multitude of research workers are entering all fields of science .
These workers are scattered around th~ world und do not have personal
contact with one another . As a result , some worke r may conduct
research that has already been tried ~ number of times and failed .
In a recent conversation, Profe ssor Ashcroft mentioned a discussion at the Western Meetings, which pointed out that several
workers had tried or knew of others who had tried to determine the
moisture content distribution by electri:al conductance across the
wet front in a soil column, The se workers did not meet with much
success because of the salts which were carried along with the
moving wate r. Nevertheless , they had not mentioned their failures
in the literature. With the l ack of personal contact between
researchers, th~ se rrojects that fail usually do not become known .
As a result, much time, money, and effort is wasted in the repetition
of ''poor " exreriments.
If the research that failed was briefly written down stressing
the author's thoughts on reasons for failure, suggested modification
of design for improveme nt, and directions new research should take ,
the researcher could help his scientific field by his failure .
Admittedly, the greatest problem will be to overcome our pride and
accept a failure . However, the strong, rrogressiva man builds on
his failures as wall as his successes to reach new heights of
scientific endeavor .
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Table 2.

Data for isotherms for Millville loam

24. 8

u .s c
X~
' g clay

P, mrn oil

r.-

2

x,~

g clay

34.8

c
P, mrnoil

...

_L

I t; ..,-

x,

c

Mg H2C P, mrn oil
g clay
P,

0.34

0.2

1.07

0.2

0.34

0.1

1.24

o.s

2.65

2.4

1.30

0.6

2.07

1. 2

4. 26

6. 5

1 .99

1 .9

2. 68

2.2

5.64

12.2

2. 60

3.9

3.37

3.3

6.82

20 .5

3.37

7.3

4 .05

4.5

1 .12

32.1

4.06

12. 7

5.29

7.6

8.47

'31 . 2

5.15

21.0

6.67

12.4

9. 36

52 .2

6.25

37 . 3

8 . 03

19.7

11.29

76.8

7.83

63.4

9.55

29 .6

13.50

113.7

9.28

96.4

Jl,54

42 .9

17.34

162.9

10.86

137. 4

13 .88

59.0

20.22

199 . 2

12.99

184. 0

14.98

72.5

23.75

228.5

14.85

238 . 8

16.43

84 . 4

29 . 43

256 .3

16.97

295 . 9

18.13

95.3

31.70

262.8

19.24

346. 0

19.65

105.4

21.16

115 . 4

22.74

124.2

25.14

132.8

28.58

141 .2

2Specific gravity of oil

= l. J600 .

·--·--

---

.,
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Data for isotherms fo r l ithium kaolin~te3

Table J ,

17. 8

X, ~
g clay

0. 25
0 . 67
0. 94
1.48
1.89
2.20
2. 56
2. 69
3.10
3.24
3.41
3.68
3. 87
4.18
4.40
4. 67
5.16
5. 48
5.79
6. 24
6. 78
7. 23
7 . 99
8.58
9. 65
10.51
11.31
12.21
13.20
14.64
15. 49
16.52
18.41

c
P, mm oil

.05
0. 4
0. 8
2.5
4-9
7.4
10 . 9
15 . 2
22.2
27.0
29 . 6
36.8
39 .8
49.3
56.5
61.8
68 . 6
75.2
82.8
89 . 4
97 .6
104. 2
113.1
119 .8
128.5
135.4
139.2
146. 0
152.2
158.4
161.2
164. 2
169.5

24. 8

x,

c

~
g clay

P, mm oil

0. 54
1.08
1.33
1.45
1.78
2. 57
2. 78
3. 03
3.36
3. 61
4. 03
4-53
5.15
5.60
6.68
7.3 5
8. 26
9. 50
10.58
12.41
13. 65

·4
1. 5
3. 3
4. 5
7.8
26.4
32. 9
43 . 2
58 . 0
74. 5
88 . 2
102. 3
119.1
134.4
159.7
174. 6
190. 6
206.5
220 . 9
237. 2
246.0

3These dat~ represent slngle isotherms
from dLtplica+., • •

34 -9

c

x.~ P, mm oil
g clay

0.37
0. 68
0.91
1 .16
1.29
1.37
1.54
1.66
1 .88
2.12
2. 32
2. 51
2. 61
2. 74
2. 86
3.11
3. 24
3. 40
3.74
3. 94
4.1 5
4. 52
4.59
4.94
5.19
5.56
5.98
6.27
6.68
7.06
7. 59
8. 09
8. 80
9. 05
10 . 38
ll.l2
12.16
12.82
13 . 53
14. 53
15. 52
17 .0,
18 . 26

0. 3
1.3
2. 3
4.1
6.7
8. 5
13 .1
14. 9
23.7
30.0
38.6
47 . 5
55.3
70.3
79 .5
92. 4
102.1
123 .1
138. 4
150.3
164. 9
177. 4
190.3
208.7
225 . 9
245.7
260 . 0
276. 4
293 .3
312. 7
330 . 5
343 . 9
353 . 9
369 . 0
397.4
412. 2
427 .1
437 . 5
445 .8
453 . 3
462. 2
471 . ';1
478 . 4

Table 4.

Approximation equations for
isotherm

~

calculations from the 24. 8 C

w.~

Pressure, mm oil

g clay

W= . 000744 p 0 • 5

0 - 4

w=10-4 (33 p + 70) 0 "5
w= .00195 + 0. 000024 p

4 - 15
15 - 100
100 - 190

w=

190 - 240

w =- 0.00805 + .000086 p

240 - 255

w=-

Table 5.

0.000043 p

0.03475 + .000197 p

Heat of immersion data

Relative Pressure
P/P 0

H'3at of Immersion
h, cal/g clay

0

1. 205

0.013

1.004

0.033

0.96o

0.078

0.820

0.169

0.572

0,282

0.637

0.462

0. 574

0 . 593

0.462

0 . 828

0 . 334
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Table 6,

Directly determined Dffa values as a function of r elative
pressure
15 c

25 c

35 c

L'Ha cal/g

L'Ha ca1/g

P/P 0

, 0007

752

. 005

744

873

,008

750

, 007

696

. 008

683

.on

739

. 013

786

.015

622

. 040

735

.020

726

.027

739

.068

630

.027

625

. 044

670

.11

600

.046

750

.079

633

.13

623

. 076

750

.13

691

.17

628

.12

718

. 20

609

. 25

543

.18

687

.29

551

. 32

605

.26

684

. 39

522

. 54

584

. 35

572

.so

503

. 66

620

.44

500

. 62

603

.76

545

.52

545

. 73

558

.85

550

. 58

475

. 87

573

. 64

635

P/Po

L'Ha ca1/g

.0006

910

, 004

P/Po

